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Motor Life Management at Gentilly 2 Nuclear Power Plant
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Hydro Quebec's Gentilly 2 CANDU© Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) located on
the St. Lawrence River about 150 ks NE of Montreal Quebec Canada, is completing its
second full decade of commercial operation. Since the original design life of 30 years is fast
approaching, Hydro Quebec (HQ) is positioning itself proactively, to ensure plant operation
for the original design life as well implementing a plant life management program to achieve
a plant life extension to 50 years.

All components in a nuclear plant are affected by ageing during the plant
service life. This affects the availability, reliability, and safety of the plant operation and
could affect the plant service life. However, if a life management program (LMP) is
implemented; the ageing mechanisms can be understood and monitored, and their effects can
be controlled and even mitigated.

Among other vital equipment in the plant, the station motors are being
examined to detenmine what has to be done to ensure that the motors do not contribute
negatively to the plant operating plan. Gentilly 2 NPP has almost 900 motors of various
configurations. Their size ranges from 0.1 HP to 9000 HP. Figure 1 gives a distribution of
quantity at different horsepower levels. This paper will describe the plant's motor history,
method of operation, and proposed future changes required to ensure effective life
management of the motors.

Up to the present time, Gentilly 2 NPP staff has had very good experience
with plant motor operation and reliability.
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Nevertheless, indications from other industry motor experiences indicate that
this favourable trend is unlikely to continue. A plant motor life management strategy as
outlined in this paper, based on condition based maintenance in combination with traditional
types of maintenance, can help to ensure protection against unexpected plant motor problems
and help to ensure achievement of motor design life and beyond.

Although nothing will ever replace a thorough visual inspection for
discovering problems, this traditional type of maintenance is often time-based and reaction
oriented. Motors are taken off-line at set interval for maintenance. The test and maintenance
performed are routine, often based on tradition and not on the condition of the machine. Most
maintenance done in this manner is costly and unneeded. Also, an extended plant outage due
to unexpected motor problems discovered during maintenance is the worst type of experience
for any plant and is to be avoided if at all possible. A motor maintenance program has been
determined by the authors from available information in order to establish a basis for plant
motor life management and life extension.

For certain motors, the alternative of a true condition based maintenance
program which analyzes all available information and calls for test and maintenance when the
condition warrants it, provides significant cost saving and motor life extension. The idea is to
pre-plan maintenance and testing; to reduce outage time; to discover potential problems
before unforeseen failures actually occur; and to find problems due to thermal or mechanical
stresses. Ultimately, the objective is to keep the motor running longer with economical
testing and maintenance and enable additional testing to be focused on motors that need the
most attention.

This paper will cover the analysis needed to implement motor life
management strategy at G2 and will describe and prioritize measures available to determine
the best approach for motor life management, which will contribute to plant life management
at Gentilly 2 NPP.
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